One Hundred and Seventeenth Annual
Commencement Exercises

Towson High School

CLASS OF 2020

June 12, 2020
12:00 p.m.


PROGRAM

Salutations .............................................................. Grace Adebogun
       President, Student Government Association

The Star Spangled Banner ............................................. Amelia Glikin

The Pledge of Allegiance .............................................. Grace Adebogun
       President, Student Government Association

Remarks ................................................................. Grace Adebogun
       President, Student Government Association

Principal Address .................................................. Charlene DiMino
       Principal, Towson High School

Superintendent Address ............................... Dr. Darryl L. Williams
       Superintendent, Baltimore County Public Schools

Class President Address ......................................... Sophie Mwaisela
       President, Class of 2020

Valedictorian Address .................................................. Yanjie Zhang
       Valedictorian, Class of 2020

Conferring of Diplomas ........................................ Charlene DiMino
       Principal, Towson High School
       Julie Henn
       Vice Chair of Board of Education

Turning of the Tassels............................................. Sophie Mwaisela
       President, Class of 2020
CLASS OF 2020

Logan Brewer Abaldo
Dena Khalidoun Abuothman
Damoni Erik Adams
Grace Oluwatosin Adeogun
Eniai David Wesley Ab Adenle
Hannah Grace Agudo
Tahira Alam
Dariush Aligholizadeh
Raynah Adia Alleyne
Sophia Mei Amoroso
Natalie Elizabeth Anderson
Kyliyah Laniya Anthony
Brandon Anthony Arias
Corbin Ryan Askin
Adjoa Ekisi Baidoo
Kojo Essenyi Baidoo
Sandra Suzanne Bailey
Phoebe Grace Baldwin
Karon Antonio Ball
Kayla-Joy Baptiste
Matthew Sean Tiu Barroca
Amanda Lee Barton
Hautef Baygie
Camryn Jordan Bellon
Chloe Amelia Benson
Coleman Bryce Bergman
Adele Rose Berkowitz
Saphal Bhandari
Benjamin Thomas Billington
Vine Teddy Binda
Samantha Rose Birkenthal
Lauren Nicole Blake
Benjamin Curran Boas
Jaime Elizabeth Boland
William Warren Bothwell
Audrey Justine Bowman
Ty Emmanuel Brackeen
Megan Marie Brady
Nairra Daonna Broadway-Williams
Domenic Christopher Brooks
Isabella Rose-Louise Broussard
Quave’ Kenneth Brown
Taylor Jean Brumagin
Emma Louise Burke

Vincent Antonio Burrell
Joseph Buttarazzi Jr.
Julia Frances Buttarazzi
John Angelo Cardinhas Cabana
Luca Francis Caccamese
Juan Carlos Canchanya Jr.
Jamiel Awndray Carlton
Ashlynn Mae Carmen
Selina Elizabeth Carrasquillo
Stephen Brent Carrera
John Henry Carter
Sean Russell Casey
Jadyn Israel Castillo
Nicholas Harper Chang
Brianne Isabelle Charles
Andrew Saliou Cherif
Chloe Linnea Cheseldine
Khizar Imtiaz Choudhery
Abigail Elise Coburn
Shannon Elise Cofield
Ava Rose Cohen
Lucas Donovan Collender
Makir Hassan Compton
Drew Ethan Conboy
Brielle MacKenzie Conklin
Julia Elizabeth Cooke
Ava Catherine Cooper
Anna Juliet Corona
Ting Ting Cui
Ian Downing Cuno
Maia Grace Dalton
Jackson Charles Davies
Farrah Shae Davis
Avery Aldrich Dawson
Neeley Elizabeth Dayan
Nathan Oliver DeLuca
Ian Lewis Del Viscio
Samuel William Denoncourt
Eric Marshall Derr
Logan Perry Devaney
Rakrish Dhakal
Maria Jean Dildine
Sofia Liban Abdullaahi Dirie
Khelassah Hirvane Djilioni
Ethan Roman Lake
Zachary Jonathan Lambert
James Timothy Laughton
Sarah Marie Law
Mara Eleanor League
Hannah Gilman Lechtzin
Jennifer Kyunghwa Lee
Jayquan Jerome Lee-Jenkins
Susannah Mary Lehr
Paul Isaac Lentz
Camila Virginia Leon
Abigail Ruth Letocha
Charles Henry Lewandowski
Morgan Imani Lewis
Kylaa Cherece Lindsay
Dayton Fred-Everett Lisbon
Amari Madison Lloyd
Helen Elizabeth Logan
Anna VaVera Lucas
Hannah Rose Malitzki
Jenny Mandreja
Dylan Anthony Mannarino
Hadia Maqsood
Julia Eve Marcantoni
Ligia Thea Mardari
JaunPaul Raymond Marshall
Romeo Exavior Marshall
Ronan L. Marshall
Sydney Eiko Martin
Raquel Elizabeth Martinez
Sean Benjamin Mathias
Nathan Alexander Matthews
Cameron Thomas McCallion
Colin Allen McGovern
Kate Elizabeth Mc Kee
Benjamin Michael McLaughlin
Tyleah Taniya McNair
Robert Doyle McN ew
Matthew Patrick McShane
Owen James McWilliams
Harrison Tobias Men kes
Sophia Love Merbaum
Kameron Lewis Merkerson
Garrett Michael Millard
Nicholas Gabriel Miller
Anna Maureen Mogiilnicki
Jessica Michelle Mohammad
Shams Kamal Mohammed Baqer
Callan John Monroe

Damon Antione Moore
Damone Ahmod Moore
Danielle Yap Mor alde
Casimir Marinus Benson Moreau
Arsa Morina
Da’Maiya Anye’ Mullen
Juanita Mun evar Garcia
Sophie Vanessa Mwais ela
Dezmon Byron Myers
Eli Michael Neun
Olivia Ella Novick
Katherine Anna Oertel
Momoko Oishi
Kemara Lee-Ann Okiji-Jones
Skyler Elizabeth Orendorff
Cristiano Luca Orlando
Fiona Claire Owens
Manuel Alberto Palacios
Asia Leah Parham
Tyler Raymond Parker-Rollins
Ty’Beon Kahli Parnell
Geoffrey Deegan Parsons
Cory Aiden Parts
Quentin Talon Pastore
Thomas Andrew Pekosz
Kyla Ann Perkinson
Jessica Phan
Aaliyah Rene’ Pierce
Aalyssa Cotiamco Pila
Henry Christian Pleszkoch
Lucie Marie Jeanne Polsky
Sarah Elizabeth Prem
Zaid Shahzad Qureshi
Mandeep Ranabhat
Mary Colleen Rauschenberg
Adam Michael Rebert
Laura Samantha Chua Reus
Edgardo Marcelino Rios Matute
Madeline Rebecca Roberge
Courtney Kendall Robinson, Jr.
William James Rodriguez
Nia Chevonne Rolley
Maura Meryuri Rubio Santos
Ivy Elon Rudisill
David Ruiz-Rico
Takunda Rusike
Colleen Kimika Russell
Sebastian M Rutz
Margaret Amelia Ryan
Steven Michael Rybarczyk
Rachael Naeema Saeli
Genavieve Loren Salazar
Juliana Elizabeth Salehi
Yuma Sasaki
Caelinn Dwyer Satterfield
Katherine Dooley Saunders
Jacob Kenneth Schoenfeld
Samson Ellis Schuleman
Ethan Zachary Schultheis
Luke Kenneth Schwengel
Caroline Elizabeth Seitz
Charles Henry Seitz
Delaney Erin Seitz
Deidre Elizabeth Sevidal
Rohin Sharma
Francesca Carey Shek
Erin Elizabeth Sheridan
Patrick Michael Sheridan III
Christina Shrestha
Moniska Shrestha
Eden Ariana Silver
Grace Carolina Simpson
Gurjot Singh
Julia Vivian Sirota
Anna King Skeels
Sarah Stevenson Smith
Dalvontae Robert Smoot
Cole Tori Sommerhof
Alexander Joseph Sorensen
Sofie Marie Sorteberg
Emily Louise Stange
Hope Ann Steger
Mya C. Stengel
Hugh Mason Stewart
Grace Elizabeth Stoner
Irene Jiwon Sung
Jennifer Marie Tabet
Aaron Hankang Tan
Noshin Tapanoon
Alexander Jakob Taylor
Aria Karis Taylor
Elizabeth Grace Taylor
Allison Kate Teter
Molly Anne Thompson
Keana Le’nay Tilghman
Owen Patrick Timlen
Kayla Kathryn Tingley-Renaudin
Jessica Yamile Torales
Brandon Scott Trageser
Hsin-Yen Tu
Austin Cameron Turner
Sienna Marie Twiss
Ryan Anthony Tyler
Zachary Alexander Urban
Nicole Vorgul
Mikolaj Ignacy Walczak
Ka-Wana Dapri Wallace
Richard Malcolm Wallace, IV
Mary Catesby Ware
Helen Simone Washington
John Henry Watkins
Raphael Chebabo Weiner
Naomi Balah Weinstein
Henry Thomas Weir
Connor Patrick Welsh
Dylan Tyler Wilt
Karah Marie Wishon
Sayvion Sincere Witherspoon
Amaya Keyara Wyatt
Amira Brejae Wyatt
Caroline Susanne Yancisin
Lucas Zitong Yang
Simon Aaron Younes
Glenn Robert Young
Kaila Aabria Young
Rachel Elizabeth Young
Aaron Francis Zeigler
Yanjie Zhang
Bill Zhao
Jill Zheng
Mae Keyes Zingo
Dear Team BCPS Class of 2020,

Congratulations! This is your day.

Your journey to graduation has spanned the majority of this century. As the world has evolved, you have taken on challenges, grown as a friend and teammate, and become an expert on the important subject of yourself. You have developed as a leader inside and outside of the classroom. I’m so glad that I had the pleasure of meeting many of you.

Proudly by your side from your first day of school to this very moment, you have been surrounded by the love and support of family members, teachers, and school leaders. I appreciate their dedication to your growth. Be sure to thank those who helped you along the way.

You deserve to cherish this culmination of your many years of hard work. When your name is called, please know how proud you have made all of us—your loved ones, your school family, and Team BCPS.

Please enjoy your commencement, and I wish you all the best in your next phase of life.

Sincerely,

Darryl L. Williams
Superintendent

Raising the bar, Closing gaps, Preparing for our future
Dear Families and Friends,

Welcome to the Towson High School Class of 2020 Commencement. Today’s ceremony marks the successful completion of 13 years of education. Today’s recognition, in a non-traditional format, exceeds our imagination. Our virtual graduation is unforgettable, just like our seniors!

The Class of 2020 exemplifies the values of leadership, scholarship, citizenship, and integrity that we uphold as Towson High School Generals. As we honor our graduates and celebrate their achievements, we thank you for playing an integral role in supporting our graduates along their educational journey.

On behalf of the Towson High School Faculty and the Towson High School Class of 2020, please enjoy this ceremony. Our sincere appreciation goes out to our families, community members, and graduates for their efforts and dedication that has resulted in today’s success.

The graduating class simultaneously represents the history of our school and future leaders of our nation. Congratulations Class of 2020. The Class of Greatest Resilience!

Sincerely,

Charlene DiMino
Principal
ALMA MATER

Amici

Our strong bond can ne’er be broken
Formed at Towson High.
Far surpassing wealth unspoken
Sealed by friendships tie.

Amici usque ad aras
Deep graven on each heart,
Shall be found unwav’ring true
When we from life shall part.